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 1. AGENDA 
 

Responsible  - Austria, ECECE and Coordinator. All material gathered in LTTA will be shared with the target groups and stakeholders. 

Schedule: every day from 16.00-18.00 LT time (contact hours virtually) and 2 hours independent work with the tasks. 

05-03. Austria - presentation of the partners institution, experience in the project subject. Discussion. What competences do young people need to 

create jobs related to traditions (arts, culinary, heritage) in EU? Do they need knowledge, skills, cultural awareness? 

What is the Austrian labor code, rules, occupational safety, food technology. Where can similar professions be obtained in Klagenfurt or Austria? 

Introduce those institutions. How people can get cultural knowledge about this EU country? 

Austria and all partners. 

05-04. Workshop. How to create workplace in the catering area: interior and selection of the workplace.  Presentation of the most creative cafe 

interiors, advices. Where occupation or skill for interior design can be obtained in our countries and cities (Sweden).  Responsible SVEFI and all 

partners. 

05-05. How to create a workplace in the catering area: food and its relation with the country’s tradition. Responsible Portugal PREVIFORM.  

05-06 EU culinary heritage and arts. Music and songs about different kind of food (muschrooms, fish, bread etc). Responsible - Lithuanian partner 

AMM. 

05-07. Greece. Virtual workplace.  

To perform the assessment of the change of competencies of the LTTA groups who participated in the training.  

Monitoring, risks, finaces, self-evaluation.  

Template for the local seminars - target groups. Coordinator. 

Responsible - project executive team 

Preparation for the last virtual mobility in Portugal 

Preparation for the new project. 

To prepare a competition and prize for each partner target group, to prepare detailed implementation plan of the project dissemination and use of the 

results, envisaging targeted measures, target groups).  

Documentation - each partner gives their participant list with the name, surname, mobile phone and status at organization confirmed by the legal 

representative (only participants with the formal contract must be invited). Participants have to be fixed each day during LTTA ativity (participants 

name or photo on the screenshot).  

Hosting  institution ECECE legal representative put the signature on each country participant list and send back to coordinator Aldona. 

ECECE legal representative          ………………………………                                                  Riccardo Cariani  

Coordinator                                      .............................................                                                   Aldona Vilkeliene 

 



2. Description of LTTA activities 

 

2021-05-03. First day.   

Content and impact on project results. 

All partners met virtually in Klagenfurt, Austria. Hosting organization, Riccardo Cariani and Alessandro Zeppelli, introduced to ECECE. R. Cariani 

gave a presentation  - what does it mean becoming entrepreneur. He shared a good practice from Interreg Alpine space project and told about model 

Consenso. He  started form the idea that social business needs creativity and good business planning. Austrian local places for “imaginative café”, 

musical examples and recipies for traditional meal were presented and explained, how to work with this material.  

International added value. For independent work all participants had to share their evening meals: to take a photo of their evening meal. It will serve 

as a menu for “imaginative café”. 

 

            
 

   

2021-05-04. 2nd day.  

Alessandro Zepelli summarized last day activities and invited for discussion: what cultural similarities can we find between our countries. Participants 

discussed attendance at each country's opera and ballet theater, ticket prices. The eating habits of lunch or dinner were also clarified. It turns out that 

Southerners are more likely to have dinner late, even at 10 p.m. All this helped to delve deeper into the peculiarities of the cultural and social life of 

each country. 

 



                                    
 

Sweden partner Stefan Fredriksson, Anita and Katarina presented Swedish interior and design. They introduced to all participants, described their 

background and motivation to take a part in the project. Svefi Academy is a liberal adult and professional education institution located in a rural area in 

Northern Sweden, founded in 1973. The aim of the institution is to give its students and participants an opportunity to study, expand their knowledge in 

different areas and develop social competence taking into consideration each individual’s prerequisites and interests. Svefi works for the Swedish-

Finnish minority and promotes the culture and bilingualism through education in Finnish and Swedish. It offers courses in Sound Engineering, Sound 

Engineering for the visually impaired, Lighting Design, Art, Music, General Studies etc. 

Teaching students of these courses entrepreneurial skills has been a natural part of the course. Many of the students start their own business and run a 

company after graduating. Even those who get employment at small private companies benefit from entrepreneurial part of the course and are able to 

be efficient co-workers. 

 

                                 
 

 

 Summary. 2nd day content and impact on project results: discussion about cultural similarities and differences helped to delve deeper into the 

peculiarities of the cultural and social life of each country, to learn out more about social habits. Swedish presentation about interior design, light 

experiments, colorful lightening and artistic ideas in the interior design inspires participants not only for creation new design but also for sensitivity to 

aesthetics, possibility to notice beauty and good taste. All participants were invited to find interior details in their environment and to take a picture of 

it and to send to Whatsapp group. 

 



2021-05-05. 3th day.  

All participants reflected on the last day SVEFI presentation. Their “homework” photos were presented too. All partners worked in group and took 

pictures on most interesting or artistic design details. Portugal presented summer gardens’ festivals and different colorful memorable details of an 

attractive outdoor environment. Greek partner took pictures of folk style room, Austria presented painted walls and traditional heating system in the 

room. Alytus music school participants were walking outside and looking for the artistic elements of interior in café or chandeliers of former Soviet-era 

cafes. 

Teachers from Alytus music school shared their memories about  older (2010, 20190 European projects that were carried out together with SVEFI. 

Partner from PREVIFORM (Portugal) Jorge Veloso and their team gave a presentation “How to create a workplace in the catering area: requirements, 

rules, food and its relation with the country’s tradition.   

He explained what does person need in order to open restaurant or taverna in Ponte de Lima. Such procedures as: to apply to municipality, to ensure 

safety for the staff and clients, sanitary, facilities, safe space, to respect other people living near catering area and so on. Most popular dishes and drinks 

were presented too. The project participants had a lively discussion about the unusual, strange food that is in the life of almost every nation: it is dishes 

with animal blood, unusual combinations of tastes. For example, it turned out that unusual dishes are such as: Lamprey (PT), blood sausages (LT), 

sandwich made of fish and see food, blood pancakes, special herring (SWE),  frittanensuppe (AU).  

Summary. 3nd day content and impact on project results: discussion about unusual dishes the idea was born that, perhaps, for people with unusual 

tastes, challenges, a desire to break away from the quarantine routine, a cafe serving ancient, unusual food from European countries would be a 

successful business. 

All participants were invited to find an examples of music that  would be suitable to listen during having lunch or dinner in the café. 

 

                               
 

2021-05-05. 4th day.  

        

Reflection about previous days presentations was shared.  

 

EU culinary heritage and arts were presented. Music and songs about different kind of dishes and delicacies (muschrooms, fish, bread etc). Responsible 

- Lithuanian partner AMM.  

 



Lithuanian vice-director Gabriele Dambauskaitė shortly presented Lithuanian history, traditions, the capital Vilnius by playing a 10 min. video. She 

also presented a video about Alytus. Coordinator A. Vilkelienė gave a presentation about Lithuanian dishes and music related to each dish: songs about 

fish, mushrooms, berries, apples, cepelinai (zeppelins). The music style varied from old pagan ritual songs sutartines, to popular music and a primitive 

hooligan song about Cepelinai. 

 

Lithuania's part in the Virtual Café was also commented. 

 

Summary. 4th day content and impact on project results. Questionnaire about competences gained during LTTA were shared between all participants. 

All of them had to fill it in and to send to their National coordinator. On Friday, the last day, National coordinator sends all questionnaires to 

International coordinator. It will reveal if participants obtained or deepened their competences in entrepreneurship and intraculturality.  
 
 

 

 

                  
 

 

2021-05-07 

 

The fifth LTTA day started from Sotirios Mageirias presentation about virtual café and its’s part about Greek culture, attractive locations, music and 

food. All material was presented with the methodological explanations how it should be used with the learners. Keeping in mind digitalization of the 

content Greek partner shared a good practice from the previous projects. He presented project MonA  - virtual travel through science museum.  

 



                
 

Participants’ reflections: 

• Austria and Germany seems to have a few things in common, like for instance yodeling, food and Christmas markets. Our Swedish Christmas 

markets are smaller and not as festive. 

• We found the Roman church, park and music interesting. The use and importance of gold in traditional clothes was something new to us. 

• I’d like to have my own café in Lithuania, near lake “Dailide” with Portuguese music and Swedish seafood. 

Participants were also given an online evaluation form through which they described their experience and impact of the training. 

 

Summary. 5nd day content and impact on project results. Partners‘ staff learned out about Greek culture and possibility to create virtual work place 

such as virtual entrepreneurship, virtual tours in museums, touristic places etc. Certificates, confirming staff -participants competence were issued. 

Project coordinator Aldona Vilkelienė send Letter of thanks to Autrian partners for hosting and organizing virtual LTTA. 

 

Next project step -local seminars with target group was discussed and planned. These seminars should be organized from 2021 -05-10 to 2021 -05-28 

because last virtual meeting is going to be 2021 -05-31 in Portugal (virtually).  

 

Important notices for the local seminars:  

• to keep in mind what are the target group  - young adults -  needs.  

• to  remember strategical directions from the Application form: “In a principle of a Snowball between peers, through information in social 

networks and local press young people will get interested in the project as “Cultural labor market”.  

• It is planned that each partner will invite 50 participants during the project time into seminars, regular course. Project outputs should reach 

300-500 and more of young people looking for a job (dissemination).  

• Having everything in one place -Virtual café it will be very easy to virtually open each partners cities, music and food and to ask the target 

group to “travel” virtually to European countries and cities, to virtually  visit different places, listen to the music and  “taste” traditional food.  

• We also will put additional material shared during LTTA (in a Google drive) 



• After getting more knowledge about the Virtual café target group members will be invited to create their own Virtual café: it will be great 

motivation for their participation in the project and possibility to get more knowledge and skills.  

• International competition „I virtually create a work place“ will be discussed and the strategy will be fixed in place. Target group teams at 

their home will create their products following “Virtual café” example. It can be a business plan, description of a virtual café, collage , etc.  

 

Tomas Simanavičius (LT) proposed simplified template how to create a new café, how to work in a team with this template.  Each participant from 

each country locations chooses the best location. The same goes with the music and food. In the last column “most often” you can see different 

numbers. Then all team have to decide from 5 locations which one they choose. The same goes to music and food. Last step -to write descriptions, to 

give a name to café, to put possible pictures and examples. 

Partners supported this possible approach. Target group teams will write a description of their café until 2021 -05-28. The results will be presented 

during virtual meeting in Portugal. Each partner team will be rewarded by coordinator with souvenirs.  

 

 

 

 

 

Choose 1-5 Participant 

1 

Participant 

2 

Participant 

3 

Participant 

4 

Participant 

5 

Participant 

6 

MOST 

OFTEN 

The 

team 

choice 

LOCATION                 

  

3 - 

Austria 
Austria 2 3 3      3 

Greece 4 4 1       4 

Lithuania 5 1 5       5 

Portugal 1 2 1       1 

Sweden 2 5 2       2 

FOOD                 

Austria 2 4 2         4 - 

Greece Greece 4 4 4         

Lithuania 5 3 3         

Portugal 1 2 1         

Sweden 4 5 4         



MUSIC                 

Austria 5 5 2         2 - 

Portugal Greece 2 3 3         

Lithuania 2 2 3         

Portugal 4 2 2         

Sweden 3 4 3         

                

 

 

All partners decided to apply for the new project together and to continue cooperation according EU Erasmus project priorities bearing in mind the 

sustainability of the results of the current project. 

  

3. Decisions 

 

No. Decisions / Tasks Deadline 
Responsible person, 

institution 

1.   To organize local seminar and competition with target group  
2020-05-

10/27 
All partners 

2.   To organize virtual meeting TPM in Portugal . Final awards for the target groups.  2021-05-31 
PREVIFORM, Jorge 

Veloso and partners 

3.  To write dissemination outcome - article in the local press, media, website etc. 
2021-05-31 -

06-30 
 All partners 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. List of participants  

DECLARATIONS confirmed by legal representative of each organization and hosting organization) 

(Declaration and signature of legal representative, screenshot and name on it is confirmed as participant signature.) 

 

                                                                                

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 

 

 



QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/AnalysisPage.aspx?id=FPqcTRdB5Eu1nxjtVGRxdTWmzqJzFdVEjWmeaTodgZ9UMkpISDdKVFpBR0QzV

UEwQUVJSEtKVThJTC4u&AnalyzerToken=Jnht5pqZhHtBARkuWwc7zHCkiRgo00Mf 

 

 

                   

https://forms.office.com/Pages/AnalysisPage.aspx?id=FPqcTRdB5Eu1nxjtVGRxdTWmzqJzFdVEjWmeaTodgZ9UMkpISDdKVFpBR0QzVUEwQUVJSEtKVThJTC4u&AnalyzerToken=Jnht5pqZhHtBARkuWwc7zHCkiRgo00Mf
https://forms.office.com/Pages/AnalysisPage.aspx?id=FPqcTRdB5Eu1nxjtVGRxdTWmzqJzFdVEjWmeaTodgZ9UMkpISDdKVFpBR0QzVUEwQUVJSEtKVThJTC4u&AnalyzerToken=Jnht5pqZhHtBARkuWwc7zHCkiRgo00Mf


 


